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Introduction 
After a sequence of articles ( ( 1} - [ 7] ) concerning the analytic 
computation of the water elevation at the North Sea due to a windfield, 
it appeared desirable to employ numerical methods to treat more 
realistic modelso The method of nets turns out to be very suitable for 
the problem, since an arbitrary coast and bottom profile is easily' 
introduced. We are only interes~ed in explicit two-level difference 
schemes, because of the very long computation time expected with the 
Electrologica X1 computer of the Mathematical Centreo In [8] a stable 
difference scheme was constructed with forward time differences for the 
streamvector as well as for the elevation. This scheme, however, is 
subject to very stringent stability conditions. To get a more practical 
scheme, we add a viscosity term, which results in a less stringent 
stability conditiono For stability in the sense of Rjabenki and 
Filippow we find: 
At<~ Ax= Ay. 
- vG ' . 
while for stability in the sense of O'Brien-Hyman-Kaplan we find: 
2 2 
+ .>.. A:·x _ AAX ) • 
4gh 2 ¼b 
For small values of.>.. these conditions are almost the same. 
1. The partial differential equations 
We de;tine: 
-+-
w = total stream 
elevation of the water-surface. The undisturbed level 
is given by t = Oo 
+ 
s = 
A 
Q 
g 
h 
-+ 
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-+ 
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u 
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2 
state vector 
a coefficient of friction 
the coefficient of Coriolis 
constant of gravity 
depthfunction 
the surface stress due to the windfield 
unitvector tangential to the coast in positive sense 
-+ -+ -+ The components of the vectors w, F and k are taken in a Carthesian 
-+ 
coordinate-system (x~y); the unknown w and l;; are functions of the 
time t and the space coordinates x and Yo 
-+ 
s satisfies the following equation and boundary conditions: 
- A Q 
a u - gh-ax 
( 1o 1) a ➔ a + at" s :::: Q A gh- s + V ay 
a a 0 0 =-
- cly ax 
{1o2) ➔ w is tangential to the coast part of the boundary, 
l;; = 0 at the ocean part of the boundaryo 
We shall construct the equations describing the coast conditions.!, 
From (1o1)~ we have 
a -+ 
-w = 
clt 
(
=A 
= Q 
- gh L) ax 1+F 
a gh-ay 
3 
= ghVt + Fo ( -A O) -+w-
- 0 - A 
a .. -+ Forming the inner product between at wand k we obtain 
(1o3) 
The coast condition is 
( 104) cu -_sv = o, 
hence, equation ( 1 o3) simplifies to 
(1o3') 
From (1o4) we have 
+ -+ k 0 w = SU +.cv = 
2 2 
S + C 
s 
1 
u = - u, 
s 
2 2 
+ + S + C 1 k 0 w =SU+ CV= ----v = - v. 
C C 
s ; o, 
c r/: Oo 
Substitution in (1o3°) and combining this with (1o4) we obtain the 
following equations at the coast: 
( 1o5) s r/: 0 
( 106) C r/: 0 
s 
u = -v 
C 
4 
The equ1ations at the ocean offer no difficultieso 
After the formulation of the problem, we investigate the operator 
- .>t 
a 
- gh-ax 
A= 
-n - ;>,, a = gh-ay 
a a 0 
-- --ax ay 
and the behaviour of r,; as a function of the timea 
-+ • -+ • • Suppose that the vector bis formed from s by application of the 
operator Ag 
b = Ai. 
We eliminate u and v'iJ obtaining (see [1]) 
tiz; = f(1i > , 
where f is a known function of b. A behaves as an elliptic operator 
with respect to r,; a 
The behaviour of r,; as a function of t follows from the characteristic 
equation for ( 1. 1 ) [10 pg 38l.LJ 
det [ p + q 
0 0 gh 0 0 
g:) J = o, ( 1 0 7) 0 0 0 + r 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 
p~ q and r are the direction-cosines of the line-elements (dt 9dx,dy) 
perpendicular to the characteristic-directions. 
Equation (1o7) is equivalent to 
2 2 2 p(p - gh q - gh r) = Oo 
This equation is satisfied by line-elements parallel to the (x,y)plane 
and lim? elements parallel to the rulers of the cone 
2 2 2 
t - gh x - gh y = O. 
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The characteristics are given by the directions 
(a} parallel to the t-axis 
) 2 1 2 1 2 
. (b parallel to the rulers of t - - x - - y = O gh gh 
From (b) it follows that a characteristic line element (dt,dx,dy} 
satisfies the relation 
(108) 
'/sh can be considered as a disturbance velocityo 
From the fact that the characteristic equation has 3 independent 
solutions 
(1, O, 1/\/gh}, (0 9 1, 0) 9 (O, O, 1) 
we conclude that equation (1.1) is total hyperbolic [10]. 
2o The difference equations 
In the (x,y) plane w_e t¥,e a rectangular net with spatial steps t:,.x 
and 6yo 
a a In a netpoint (x,y) we replace the differential operators ax and ay 
by difference operators D and D, defined by 
X y 
Dx f(x,y) = 2(b+~a)Ax { a(f(x + 6x 9 y + t:,.y) - f(x - t:,.x, y + t:,.y)) 
+ b(f(x +t:,.x, y) - f(x -1::,.x, y)) 
+ a(f(x + 6x, y" - !:,.y) - f(x - t:,.x, y - t:,.y))} 
and an analogous expression for D f(x,y); a and bare parameters at y 
choice, however, not zero at the same timeo 
In a more compact form we write: 
6 
-a 0 a 
D f 1 
-b 0 b f. = 2(b+2a) Ax X 
-a 0 a 
{2o 1) 
:a b a 
D 1 f = 2(b+2a)6y y 0 0 0 fo 
-a -b -a 
The cases a= O and b = 0 will be called respectively the central 
and the averaged central difference formo 
In the boundary points (.we assume that the boundary points are all 
netpoints) these difference operators are not definedo We postpone 
the discussion of this problem. The differential and difference 
operators are related by the following formulae 
a 2 
- = D + 0(6x ) 
ax x 
(2.2) 
a 2 
- = D + 0(6y) ay Y 
On the t-axis we consider the points t = k6t, k = O, 1, 2, ••• and 
we write 
The difference operator Dt is defined by the formula 
a For at and Dt the following relation holds: 
Let us consider the difference scheme: 
7 
- A Q - gh D u Jt 
where D = - S'2 ---A - gh D f = V • y , 
- D - D X y 0 0 
From ( 2 o 2 ) and ( 2. 4 ) we see that the error or approximation by 
replacing (1.1) by (2.5) is 
Difference scheme ( 2. 5) is consistent with ( 1 .1 ) , which means 
that stability of (2.5) guarantees the convergence of the difference 
solution to the analytic solution. 
In [B] a stability analysis is given for (2.5). The following 
criteria for stability in the sense ot O'Brien-Hyman-Kaplan [11] 
are established for the averaged central difference form. 
A At< - • gh 
A2 A2 
u X y 
(A 2x + A 2y) 
2 8\ 
At < ~? X ·• 2 2) 
.:, A + 0 min 
In practice the first condition represents an unacceptable restriction 
for the time step At, because of the following reasons: 
(a) At depends quadratically on Ax and Ay. 
(b) the smallness of the value of A occurring in the first 
condition. 
(c) the factor 1/h prevents an economical choice tor At (his a 
rapid fluctuating function of x and y). 
We try to construct an explicit two-level scheme with less stringent 
conditions for stability. 
8 
The inequalities (2a6) show 9 that an increase of the friction enables 
us to take a larger time step Ato That means, a decrease of the 
internal energy of the watermotion softens the stability conditions 
f'or the numerical schemeo This suggests the introduction of an 
additive viscosity term to simulate an increase of internal energy. 
In (2o5) therefore, we add the following term 
62t D 
.. 
0 Q Do sk, 
where 
0 0 - gh D it q1 q2 43 
DO = 0 0 - gh D y t Q = r1 r2 r3 0 
- D y 0 s, s2 s3 
Q is a matrix of real numberso 
We obtain the following explicit two-level scheme~ 
{2o7) 
It is clear that this scheme is still consistent with (1o1) for every Qo 
3. Theory of stability 
In this section we give some results from the theory of stabilityo We 
consider stability in the sense of Rjabenki and Filippow [12] and 
stability in the sense of 0 9Brien-Hyman-Kaplan [11]. 
Definition 1o Over the interval O ! t ! T scheme (2.7) is called stable 
in the sense of Rjabenki and Filippow if 
( 3o 1 ) 
uniformly on O <At! 6t0o 
9 
Definition 2. For a certain timestep At scheme (2.7) is called stable 
in the sense of o•Brien- Hyman-Kaplan if 
(3.2) 
uniformly on O < T < =. 
The second definition is used if calculations over very long time 
intervals [o ,T] are performed. 
Following Lax and Richtmyer [13] we construct for scheme (2. 7) the 
so-called amplification matrix; this is done by forming the expression: 
(+) . + -+ ( 2 ) • -+ -+ AW exp 1 W•X = I+ At+ At Do Q Do exp 1 W•X, 
where~ is a vector in the (x,y)plane. 
The amplification matrix A(~) is an ordinary matrix-operator depending 
-+ 
on w. 
We have the following theorems for difference schemes with constant 
coefficients Q 3]. 
Theorem....:!.,. If the coefficients in difference scheme (2.7) are constant 
and 
(3.1') 
uniformly in; and At, then the scheme is stable in the 
sense of Rjabenki and Filippow. 
Theorem 2. If the coefficients in difference scheme (2.7) are constant 
and 
(3.2') 
uniformly in; and T, then the scheme is stable in the 
sense of O'Brien-Hyman-Kaplan. 
In prac:tice the coefficients of the difference scheme are not constant: 
the coefficient of friction A and the depth hare functions of x and 
y, and in the boundary points the difference operator is of a complete 
different form. This means that we have in every netpoint an other 
difference operator. 
10 
Assumptiono If each of these operators applied in all netpoints is 
stable~ then we assume that the difference operator 
with variable coefficients itself is stable [12] o 
In the following sections we study the stability of the difference 
operators applied at the internal points ( internal stability) o 
4o ~~rnal stability in the sense of Rjabenki and Filippow 
Let us consider the difference operator, locally valid at the 
internal netpoint (x0 ,y0 ), applied in all netpointso 
We choose a new unit of time with g(x0 JY O) 0 h(x0 iY O) = 1 and we 
construct the amplification matrix A(~) for the difference operatoro 
0 • -+ -+ The effect of the operators D and D on the functions exp i W•X 
X y 
is given ·byg 
Dx exp 1 ; 0 ~ = 2~b+~a) 6x {a(exp i(w16x + w26y) = exp i(-w16x + w26y)) 
+ b(exp i w1 6x - exP=i w2 6y) 
= 
2i(b + 2a cos w26y)sin w16x 
2(b+2afox exp 
• • -+ -+ A similar expression 15 obtained for D exp 1 W0 Xo y 
We define 
( 4o 1) 
y 1 = 
(b + 2a cos w26y)sin w16x 
(b+2a) 
(b + 2a cos w16x) ( sin wl'y) 
y2 = (b+2a) 
6t 
0 -6y 
0-+-+ .-+-+ • Substitution in the formulae for D exp 1 w0 x and D exp 1 w0 x gives 
X y 
11 
+ + r, . + + 
Dx exp i w0 x = (i At) exp 1. w0 x 
For the amplification-matrix we find after substitution of (4o1) 
into (3o3) 
+ (4o3) A(w) = 
We now investigate the norm of the· matrix Alw), in which we assume that 
6x and /:J.y are both of the same magnitude as /:J.to 
The terms 0/:J.t and A!J.t may be omitted,sirice these terms have an O(tJ.t} 
+ 
effect on the norm of A(w}o To calculate explicitly the eigenvalues of 
the reduced matrix, we set s3 = Oo For the eigenvalue equation we find~ 
2 ( 1 - a} (a - SJ + P} = 0 
where 
If it can be proved that this equation has three different roots less 
than, or equal to one, we have I IA{°t-)1 I! 1 + 0(/:J.t}o 
We use the following criterium 
Criterium.o The eigenvalues of the equation 
2 A - SA+ P = 0 9 s, P real, 
12 
are less than, or equal to one in absolute value if and 
only if 
P .::_ 1, 1 - S + P > 0 1+S+P,.:_O. 
To ensure that P and Sare real we set q3 = r 3 = s 1 = s 2 = 0 and we 
consider only real values for q 1, q2 , r 1 and r 2 • Applying the 
criterium we obtain: 
We find immediately a necessary criterium: 
(4.5) 2 2 y + y < 4. 1 2 -
This criterium is also sufficient if 
That is q 1 = r 2 = 
form 
and r 1 = -q2 ; the viscosity matrix Q is of the 
(4.6) Q = -q 2 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
With this choice of Q the eigenvalues are 
, q2 any real number. 
They lie all on the unit circie (P = 1) and are different from each 
2 2 2 2 
other if y 1 + y2 IO. If y 1 + y 2 = 0 we have 
,+ 
A(w) = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
13 
0 
0 
1 
+ At 
0 
0 
0 
0 
, 
so we have proved that (4.6) makes difference scheme (2a7) stable if 
(4.5) is satisfied. 
We consider criterium (4.5): 
We set 
I: • 2 A • 2 A 
~=sin w1ux t n = sin w2uy. 
Substitution in (4.1) and (4.5) results in: 
(4.7) 
where 
A2t ! 4/(Max B2) 
O!t!1 
O!n!1 
2 . ,r:-' 2 2 • ~ 2 
62 = A y t(b+2a v1-n) +Ax n(b+2av1-t) • 
(b+2a)2 A2x A2y 
We distinguish the cases a= 0 and b = O. 
a = O 
At ! 2 Ax Ay 
VA2x+A2; 
which means in the original unit of time: 
(4.8) Ax Ay 
¼2x+A2; 
• 
This is the same condition as Fisher [9] gives for the central 
difference form. 
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b = 0 A2t !. Min 4A2xA2y/(t(1-n)A2y + n(1-;)A2x)o 
t 0 n 
The denominator is a harmonic function int and n, so it takes his 
maximum on the boundary of the region O !. t !. 1 9 0 ! n ! 1 a The 
maximum value ·equals A2x or A2yo We find with the original time scale 
At < _g_ min (Ax, Ay)o 
- Vi$ 
Comparing (4o8L;with (4a9) we see that the averaged central difference-
a a . . form for the operators ax and ay is preferred to the central difference-
formo From now on we take b = Oo 
Remark 1) Criterium (4.9) .is a little more ·stringent than the 
neeessary characteristic criteriµm: 
(4.10) 2 2 2 At < - ( A x + A y) o 
Viii' 
Remark 2) If Q = 0 we have 
1-AAt OAt -iy 1 
+· A(w) = -OAt 1-).At 
-iy2 0 
-iy 1 -iy 2 1 
2 2 When we assume At= O(A x) = O(A y), which means y1 and y2 are 
0( \/&t) 8 we obtain for the eigenvalues of the matrix 
1 0 -iy 1 
N = 0 1 
-iy2 
-iy 1 -iy 2 1 
a(N) = 1 9 1 :!;_ i \(r~ 2 + Y2 
15 
Now N is a normal matrixg so 
Hence we obtain 
This implies the stability of scheme (2o 5) in the sense of Rjabenki 
and Filippow when 6t/62x and 6t/62y remains constant for vanishing 
6x 9 6y and L~to The only condition for the size of 6t is the 
characteristic-criterium (4o 10)0 We recall that stability in the 
sense of O'Brien ... Hyman-Kaplan for scheme (2o5) requires the very 
restrictive conditions (206)0 
Remark 3) In actual computation we add to (2a7) the following termsi 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D U+D V 
X y 
The order of approximation and the stability analysis are not altered 11 
the difference scheme, however 11 can be written in a very simple way 
~k + /J.t Fk 
( 4o 11 ) 
The difference with scheme (2o5) consists in the use of backward time 
differences when we calculate the elevationo 
16 
Remark 4) One may think that it is trivial to compute the elevation 
with the new values for the stream, however, it appears 
that first computing the elevation and with these elevation 
values the stream components, gives rise to an unstable 
6t 6t . difference scheme for tri' , Ky constant if 6t ,6x,6y-+ Oo 
The viscosity-matrix Q is now of the form 
0 
0 
0 
The eigenvalue equation of the reduced amplification matrix is 
(a - 1)(a2 - 2a + 1 + (y~ + y~)(1 - iy 1)) = Oo 
2 For Y1 = 0 the product of two eigenvalues is 1+y 2 , so one of them 
lies beyond the unit circle. 
5~ Internal stability in the sense of O'Brien-Hyman-Kaplan 
Again we choose gh = 1 in the point at considerationo 
-+ We construct the amplification-matrix B(w) corresponding with scheme 
(4.11) without omitting 0(6t)terms. We obtain 
-iy 1 
-+ (5.1) B(w} = 
...., 
The eigenvalue equation for B(w) 1s 
(5.2) 
where 
-3 + 2:>.l\t 2 2 a, = + r, + y2 
- 4XAt + (X 2+n2 )ti2t 2 2 a2 = 3 ( 1->.. At) ( y l +y 2} 
a3 = -1 + 2:hAt (:>. 2+n2)A2t 
We must find conditions to ensure that !IB(;)I I~ 1q This is cert&~nly 
the case if all the eigenvalues of B(;) are within the unit circle, tor 
then we have 11 B(;) 11 < 1 o Analogous to (8] we apply the Hurwitz-
criterium to force the roots of (3o16) within the unit circleo 
We must have~ 
1 + a, + a2 + a.3 > 0 
1 
- a + 1 a2 = a3 > 0 
3 +a,.., a2 - 3a > 3 0 
1 ... a2 + a1a3 ,.. 
2 0 a.3 > 
We obtain the following inequalitiesi 
(a) 2 2 (y1 + Y2h > 0 
(b) 2 2 4 - 4AAt + (A2 + n2 )A2t ( y 1 + Y2) < 2 e 2 - AAt 
(c) 2 2 2 2 2 ( A~+ ~2 )At - 2A h, + Y2) > At ( A + 0 ) Q ___ u_u __ _ 
A ... (A2 + n2)At 
(d) 
(a) We assume A> O, the first inequality can not be satisfied if 
y = y = Oo In this case however, the eigenvalue equation is 1 2 
much simpleri 
1-A&t OAt 0 
~ (B(w)}y =y =O = -'1At 1->-At 0 
1 2 
0 0 1 
2 ( a = 1 )( a .._ 2(2>.At - 1) a + (1 - >.At) 2 + ff it) = Oo 
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We see that this equation has three different roots and if they 
lie all within or on the unit circle, we are sure that 
I IB(;)I I~ 1o We now use the criterium for quadratic equations 
obtaining~ 
This condition is less stringent than inequality (d), so 
inequality (a) gives no conditions for ~to 
(b) The second inequality is certainly satisfied if we taken= 0~ 
We have seen that (compare with (4o7)) 
2 2 
~2t62 y1 + y = 2 
where 62 is independent of ~to 
Hence we obtain the following inequality 
This is satisfied if 
With the original unit of time we can write 
>.. 
----- )o 
26max\fi,b. 
Because of the smallness of A we may consider >../(26 \[gh) as a small 
max 2 2 
quantityo We develop the squareroot in a Taylor series of>.. /(46 gh), 
max 
obtainingg 
19 
................. 
······i2"···· ). 4 
6t 2 {1 ). .Q Q 9} Q < 
-
+ 
1282 gh 
.. 
14484 2h2 8maxy'i$ 28 \J'gh max max max8 
(c) The third inequality is always satisfied if (d) is satisfiedo 
(d) These inequalities need no further reductiono 
The conditions for the time step 6t are 
(5o3) 6t < 2 . {1 - ). + aao }, 
8max \[sh. 28max \J'ib. 
6t < ( i t ). ) 0 
l 2 + n2 min 
The first condition is very little more restrictive than condition 
(4o7), which we found for stability in the sense of Rjabenki and 
Filippow; the second condition is of the same type as the second 
condition of (206) which was found for Q = Oo 
We recall that in the cases a= 0 and b = 0 we must substitute 
respectively 
B 
max 
= 1 /min ( 6x 1 6y) a 
6Q The stability of the coast conditions 
Before we formulate the difference formulae for the boundary values, 
we make some remarks concerning the calculation of u, v and~ in the 
internal pointso As in [8] the stream and the elevation are calculated 
at different points which form two interlacing nets as shown in 
figure 1, where the crosses denote points where the components of the 
stream are calculated and the dots points where the elevation is 
calculated a 
f :c< ¼ "' :-:. ;,(, 
f 
I 
! 
I 
* 
;,< JI. X ;< 1-
i 
;( )( ;(. )( X t • 
)( ;-( i( I< X >r 
i 
)I. y, X X ;( t q 
)( X ~ ;< ~-- J 
c? 
·/1~ .J )(. E -~~ X 
--
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In the internal points the 
difference formulae ( 4 o 1 ·t ) with 
b = 0 can be appliedo The boundary 
presenting the coasts is taken 
through the netpoints of the 
stream~netQ The boundary presenting 
the ocean is taken through the 
netpoints of the elevation=neto 
In corner points~ as c1, c2 and c3 
in figure 1 ~ we take u = v = Oo 
I:u the other boundary points we 
derive from (1o5) and (106) the 
following difference formulae 
(in accordance with (4o11)) 
Cl B !::.x Cr) 
C 
figure 1 0 
(601) s-#0 
~k+1"'/;k = ~tBx~+1. = 1'.tByvk+1 
•• 
0 ff O . ' 6 • 6 "' d b B d where the cli.· eremce approx1111at or ax ana :3y ~ u.enote y X M 
B, are now weighted averaged central differences; fer example in the y 
points Band Ewe have for B respectively B in compact notation the 
X y 
following 11:ixpressions 
(6.3} 1 B =-
x 2'1x 
+1 
-3 0 
0 
-1 
+3 
21 
B - 1 t y - 2Ay 
+3 
0 
-3 
0 
-1 
+1 
We see that the difference operators B and B are defined in every 
X y 
boundary point (excluding the corner points} of figure 1t it we take 
fork in the points V and H the averaged direction of the boundary 
segmentso We do not consider other situations tor boundary points 
as is shown in figure 1o 
Now we investigate the stability of the boundary formulae in the same 
manner as we have done for the internal stability .. In the stability 
analysis of the internal points we supposed that the difference 
operator ·defined in an arbitrary poin~ was applied in every point 
of the net extended over the whole (xty)plane. In the same way we 
suppose that the boundary operators are applied in every net point 
of the (x,y)plane. 
We write for (6e1) and (602) the equivalent formulae 
(6.4) 
( :-A6t 0 
1-Xllt 
-sghllt(sB + cB)) X y 
-cghilt(sB + cB} 
X y 
where we omit the windfieldo 
For the amplification matrix of (604) we find 9 taking gh = 1 
1-Ailt 0 -is(sy1 + cy2) 
0 1-Xtit -ic(sy1 + cy2) 
i( Ailt-1)y 1 i( Ailt-1 )y 2 1-(sy1 + cy2} 2 
22 
where 
We consider the stability in the sense ot Rjabenki and Filippow4 
Omitting the terms of the order At we find tor the eigenvalue 
equation ot the reduced matrix 
2 . 2 ( a - 1 )( a - ( 2 - ( sy 1 + cy 2) ) a+ 1 ) = 0 Q 
There are three different roots which are within or on the unit circle 
if for all real (sy 1 + cy2)2 1> 
and 
We obtain 
We have to consider the real values of (sy 1 + cy2)2 only, so it is 
clearly sufficient if 
where 
1) . 2 
For complex values of (sy1 + cy2) this follows from the fact that the 
product of the roots is 1, for real values of (sy1 + cy2 )2 this follows 
from the criterium for quadratic equations already mentionedQ 
23 
The following inequality certainly holds: 
Is I < 4C hl + ltl > o 
max Ax Ay 
Hence we obtain, with the original unit of time: 
At < 1 • AxAy . 
- 2 Vifl lsl6y + lcl6x Q 
This criterium is far more restrictive than the internal stability-
criterium, therefore this criterium prescribes the time step flt, it 
we assume that local stability in every netpoint implies the overaJ.l 
stabilityo 
7. Non uniform nets 
From the coast stability criterium (6.7)° we see that with a variable 
depth function h(x,y) and a uniform net we cannot choose At in an 
economical way. A rough look at the function h(x,y) for the Northsea 
(tabel I) reveals that in the Northern part the depth is 200-100 m 
and then suddenly decreases to 60-20 min the Southern part. This 
suggests the transition from a coarse to a refined net. Since we are 
mainly interested in the Southern part of the Northsea, we approximate 
the northern coasts by lines parallel to the y-axis, that is 
k = (0,.:!: 1) in the northern boundary points. Therefore in these points 
we have the condition: 
( 5. 1 ) At < A"l_ 
- 2 \[gR 
It is sufficient to increase only Ay in the northern part (figure 2). 
')( '/,. )( ';( 'f. X In actual computation we took 
Ax 4 0 0 0 
" 
= 2•10 m 
" 
T1 ~ T T* T~ 4 4 )( x3 X ( Ay ) th = 2 .• 1 0 m, (Ay)north = 4•10 m sou 
. C 0 "' 2 
)< )( y.. )(. "I- -;. g = 9.81 m/sec . 
figure 2 
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s C h m flt in sec 
a) 0 1 200 
"" 50 (according to (5.1)) 
b) ~ fl ~1/2 20 "' 500 (according to (6.7)) 
Case a) J.S typical for a northern boundary point. 
Case b) J.S typical for a southern boundary point. 
In our caJ.culations for the K.N.M.I. we obtained satisfactory results 
with the given values for flx and fly and with flt = 450 sec. 
Remark 1) In the transition points T1 , T2 , ••• we calculate the 
values for z;; and z;; from the four neighbouring elevation 
X y 
points with weight-factors according to the geometric 
configuration. 
8. The effect of the Channel 
According to Weenink [i 4] we take into account the Channel-leak-
stream by the condition 
where 
T = f • z;; 
ch 
T = the quantity of water which leaves the North Sea through 
the Channel 
f = a parameter depending upon the net width 
z;; = elevation in the Channel (figure 3) • 
. _ ch 
According to the equation of continuity 
= f• z;;ch (t )flt+4flxfly( z;;ch ( t )-z;;ch ( t--t'.1 t)) 
we obtain 
figure 3 
( 8. 1 ) 
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\flt • {c;ch(t-llt)-lltDxu(t) - lltDyv(t)}. 
1 + 4llxlly 
The effect of the Channel on the original difference formula in Ch 
is a multiplication with 
flit 
1 / 1 + 4llxlly < 1 • 
If llx =fly= 2•104 m we take f = 1•04 106 m2/sec. 
9. The windfield 
➔ In practice it is the wind velocity v0 at the seasurface we know; 
from [2] we have 
(9 .1) + -6 11+ 11 ➔ F=3•10 ,vs •vs. 
We shall consider windfields without sources or sinks, that is 
• ➔ div vs= O. 
Thus there exists a streamfunction ~(x,y) with 
(9.2) 
where a is a constant. 
We relate the constant a with the maximum wind velocity v: from 
m 
(9.1) we obtain: 
(9.3) 
In actual computation we used the following streamfunction: 
(9.4) 
where K, L, c1, c2 , x0 and Y0 are given constants, which represents 
the wavelength, the disturbance velocity and the phase in the x and y 
direction respectively. 
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We calculate the value of a for the strea.IJ1function (9.4). We write 
For V~ we obtain in terms of A and B 
i(J =· 1T (A+ B) 
-y L 
1/12 + 1/12 = 1f2( (A-Bl + (A+B)2 ) IAI' IBI < 1 • X y K2 L2 , 
We consider A and Bas independent of each other: 
K = L) j jvljlj j2 takes its max~mum value i,n the points. (A,B) - (.:t,1,.:t,1) 
K < L) We write 
I I I 12 2 1 L 2 27 1 1 2 Vljl = 1r ( ~ ~A-B) + (A+B) j - ( ~ - L 2 ) (A + B) ) • 
I IVl/111 2 is maximal in the points (A,B) = (1,1), (-1,+1). 
K > L) In the same way we can show that the maximal value is reached 
in the points (1,1) and (-1,-1). 
In all the cases we have considered,(A,B) indeed equals(.:t,1,.:t,1) for 
some point (x,y~t) in the (x,y,t)space, so we have 
(9.5) a = 
L v 
m 
21T 
Kv 
m 
21T 
K > L 
K < L 
10. The ALGOL program 
:i 
The program is mainly used for calculations with the following 
model (figure 4) 
X 4=(m,n+1+N) 
coarse net 
X X X X X. 
)( ;< X X X X 
x !ey)north 
X )(. JI.. X 
, ~ '--2(t:,.y)south 
)(. X X. (D~1,DH2)(DB,DH2) E1=(m.n) 
refined net 
)( )< L • Ch j 
~ = (O,O) 
figure 4 Net of the stream.points 
For the stream.points and the ele~ation points we use an-integer 
coordinate system (j,k) with w1 = (O,O) and Ch= (1,1) respectively 
(fig. 4). The program also applies to other configurations of the 
coast segments w1w2 and E1E4· 
Before we deal with the structure of the program we give a list of 
the parameters which must be specified as input on a paper tape for 
the program: 
N number of elementary meshes (2t:,.x, 2(t:,.y)north) along E3E4 
n number of elementary meshes (2t:,.x, 2(t:,.y\outh) along F He and E1E2 
m number of elementary meshes (2t:,.x, 2(t:,.y)north) along W2E4 
i 
dt 
J 
p 
Q 
q 
d 
f 
r 
g 
a1 
a2 
b1 
b2 
d1 
d2 
w 
fw 
gw 
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counts the number of elementary timesteps ~t 
~t 
quotient of the frequencies of the output procedures 
COASTINF and SEAINFORM 
coordinates of Den Helder in the model (figure 3) 
see figure 4 
m * dt/(4 * a), where a is the distance between the left 
and the right coast in the northern part (for the length 
of the left coast we take 2a) 
2*P 
(n+1+2N) * dt/(4 * a) 
2*Q 
St * dt 
1 + f * dt/(dx * (dy) th), where f is a given constant 
sou 
considered in section 7 
friction parameter which we took 0.0024 m/sec 1 ) 
constant of gravity 
2 *a* n/(m * K) 
4 *a* n/1(n+1+2N) * L) if k < n+1 else 8 *a* n/((n+1+2N) * L) 
2 * dt * n(C1/K - C2/L) 
2 * dt * n(C1/K + C2/L) 
2 * rr * (-X0/K + Y0/L) if k < n+1 else 2 * TT * (-X0/K + Y0/L) 
(n+1) * a2 
2 
2 * n * (-X0/K - Y0/L) if k < n+1 else 2 * TT * (-X0/K - Y0/L) 
+ (n+2) ->t- a2/2 
maximum value of the windvelocity 
1/2 if K .:::_ L else L/2K 
K/2L if K .:::_ L else 1/2 
1) For the friction-coefficient ;\ we used the expression 
;\ = rl/h 
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w[k] abcis of the streampoint lying on w1w2 with ordinate k 
o[k] abcis of the streampoint lying on F He or E1E4 
(SW[k] ,cw[k]) ➔ vector k = (s ,c) in the streampoint (W [k] ,k) 
( SO lit] , CO [k] ) ➔ vector k = (s ,c) in the streampoint (oj}t],k) 
h [j ,k] depth in the streampoint (j,k) (Tabel I) 
We now describe the functions of the procedures declared in the 
program 
COEFFICIENT 
coefficient 
ELINFORM 
INFORMATION 
INPUT 
COASTINF 
SEAINF. 
ZUIDKUST 
NOORDZEE 
calculates the coefficients A Ljk], B (:jk] and C (jk] 
of the difference scheme :rrom the parameters given 
above 
reads from the input paper tape or punches on the 
output paper tape the coefficients of the difference 
scheme 
sets equal to zero, reads or punches the elevation 
z[jk] 
reads or punches the input parameters, sets equal to 
zero, reads or punches the streamcomponents uQk] and 
v[jk], activates the procE;!dures ELINFORM, COEFFICIENT 
or coefficient 
activates the procedure INFORMATION; if i = 1 the 
initial state is set equal to zero and the coefficients 
of the difference scheme are calculated, if i > 1 the 
initial state and the coefficients are read 
punches the values of the elevation along w1F, F He, 
He E1 and E1E2 
punches the whole elevation field 
calculates the stream along W1F and He E1 
calculates the elevation and the stream in the refined 
or in the coarse net; zQk] and (ul]k], vQk]) are 
computed at the same time, so it is impossible to find 
z Qk] correctly in the elevation points along F He 
begin 
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CORRECTIEMODEL corrects the elevation values along F He 
WEENINK 
wind calculates the components of the windvelocity 
ROOSTEROVERGANG calculates the stream and the elevation in the net 
points (j,n+1), j = o, ... ,m 
OUTPUT activates the procedure INFORMATION 
We conclude this section with the complete version of the program. 
£2!!1!!1~ Noordzee-probleem, Model Weenink. 
Opdracht TW 133/R1158, code-nr vdH 171,164/195525; 
integer N, n, m; 
N:= read; n:= read; m:= read; 
begin integer i, dt, J, DHl, DH2, DB, j, k; 
P, P, Q, q, d, f, r, real 
integer array 
al, a2, bl, b2, dl, d2, w, fw, gw, Cw, wx, wy; 
W, O(0:N + n + 1]; 
real array A, B, C, u, v, z[0:m+l,0:N + n + 2], 
SW, CW, SO, CO[0:N + n + 1]; 
procedure COEFFICIENT(proc); procedure proc; 
begin ~h; 
proc(h); A[j,k]:= 1 - r X dt / h; B[j,k]:= 2 X h X Cw X p; 
h:= if k > n then h X Cw ~ 2 x h x Cw; C [j ,k]:= h X q 
procedure coefficient(proc); procedure proc; 
begin proc(A[j,k]); proc(B[j,k]); proc(C[j,k]) ~ 
procedure ELINFORM(nl,n2,oost,PROC); ~ nl, n2, oost; 
integer nl, n2, oost; procedure PROC; 
begin integer j, k; 
f2!. k:= nl step -1 until n2 do 
f2!. j:= 1 step 1 ~ oost 22, PROC(z[j,k]) 
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procedurE~ INFORMATION(COEFFICIENT, PROC, proc); 
procedure COEFFICIENT t PROC, proc; 
begin !nteger west, oost; 
proc(dt); proc(J); proc(DHl); proc(DH2); proc(DB); proc(P); 
proc(p); proc(Q); proc(q); proc(d); proc(f); proc(r); proc(Cw); 
proc(al); proc(a2); proc(bl); proc(b2); proc(dl); proc(d2); 
proc(w); proc(fw); proc(gw); 
west:= N + n + l; O[DH2]:= DB; 
!£!. k:= west step -1 ~ 0 22_ 
t>egin proc(W[k]); proc(SW[k]); proc(CW[k]); proc(O[k]); 
proc(SO[k]); proc(CO[k]); oost:= O(k]; 
!£!. j:= W[k] step 1 ~ oost 22_ COEFFICIENT(proc) 
~md; O[DH2 ]:= DHl; 
!2-1: k:= 0 step 1 ~ west ~ 
!£!. j := 0 step 1 ~ m 22_ PROC ( u(j ,k]); 
!2!. k:= 0 step 1 ~ west 22_ 
!£!. j:= 0 step 1 ~ m do PROC(v(j,k]); 
ELINFORM(N + n + 2,1,m,PROC); 
procedur~~a INPUT; 
b~gin procedure READ(a); ~ a; a:= read; 
pTocedure ZERO(a}; ~ a; a:= O; 
HUNOUT; PUNLCR; PUTEXT({ Resultaten vdH 171164 / 19525.*); 
PUNLCR; 
i:= read; 
!£ i = 1 ~ INFORMATION(COEFFICIENT, ZERO. READ); 
!£ i > 1 ~ INFORMATION(coefficient, READ, READ); 
ji:= N + n +2; 
for k:= 0 ~tep 1 ~ j 22_ z[0,k]:= z[m+l,kh= 0; 
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procedure COASTINF; 
begin integer s; 
end• _,
ABSFIXP(2,2,i x dt / 3600); PUSPACE(2); 
s:= O[0]; 
!2!_ j:= 1 step 1 ~ s 2.2, FIXP(l,3,z{j,1]); 
!2!_ k:= 1 step 1 ~ DH2 2.2, FIXP(l,3,z[s + k,k]); 
!2!_ j:= DHl + 1 step 1 ~ DB 2.2, FIXP(l,3,z[j,DH2 + 11); 
s := 20 + DHl - s - DB; 
s:= if s < N + n + 1 then s else N + n +.1; 
- - -f<!.!. k:= DH2 + 1 step 1 ~ s 2.2, FIXP(l,3,z[O[k],k]~ 
procedure SEAINF; 
begj.n integer s; 
end• 
'::.::::I 
procedure PUNCH(a); ~ a; begin FIXP(2,3,a); PUSPACE(s) ~· 
RUNOUT; PUNLCR; PUTEXT({Waterstanden Noordzee na:j.); 
ABSFIXP(2,2,i x dt / 3600); PUTEXT({uur*); PUNLCR; PUNLCR; 
s:= entier((150 - 8 x m) / m + .1); PUNLCR; 
ELINFORM(N +n +2,1,m,PUNCH); PUNLCR; 
RUNOUT; NLCR; print(i); print(z[DH1,DH2+1]) 
procedure ZUIDKUST; 
begj.n integer j, jpl, oost; 
oost:= O[0 ]; 
!2!. j:= 
begin 
~ 
1 step 1 ~ oost 2.2, 
wind(j,0); jpl:= j + 1; 
u[j,0]:= A[j,0] x u[j,0] 
- B[j,0] x (3 x(z[jpl,1] - z[j,1]) - (z[jpl,2] - z[j,2])) 
+ dt X wx X Cw 
!2!_ j:= DHl + 1 step 1 ~ DB 2.2, 
begj.n wind(j,DH2); jpl:= j + 1; 
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u[j,DH2]:= A[j,DH2] x u[j,DH2] 
- B[j,DH2] x (3 x (z[jpl,DH2+1] - z[j,PH2+1]) 
- (z[jpl,DH2+2] - z[j,DH2+2])) + dt X wx X Cw 
end 
end; 
-
procedure NOORDZEE(p,q,nl,n2); value nl, n2;integer nl,n2; ~ p, q; 
begin integer jml, j, jpl, kml, k, kpl, 
west, wpl, oml, oost, opl, zuid; 
real a, sw, so, cw, co, 
- Ul, U2, U3, Vl, V2, V3, Zl, Z2, dZl, dZ2; 
!2!. k:= nl step 1 ~ n2 22, 
begin west:= W[k]; sw:= SW[k]; cw:= CW[k]; 
oost:= O[k]; so:= SO[k]; co:= CO[k]; 
wind(west,k); wpl:= west + 1; opl:= oost + 1; 
oml:= oost - 1; kpl:= k + 1; kml:= k - 1; zuid:= W[kml]; 
Vl:= A[west,k] x v[west,k] 
- cw X cw X (C[west,k] X (3 X (z[wpl,kpl] - z[wpl,k]) 
' . 
- (z[west+2,kpl] - z[west+2,k])) - dt x wy x Cw); 
if zuid < west then 
- -begin Zl:= z[west,k]; 
end• 
--' 
V2:= v[west,k]:= Vl - SW x cw x 
(B[west,k] X 2 X (z[wpl,k] - Zl) - dt X wx X Cw); 
U2:= u[west,k]:= sw x V2 / cw; 
z[west,k]:= Zl - p x 2 x (u[west,kml] - u[west - 1,kml]) 
- q x 2 x (V2 - v[west,kml]) 
if zuid > west then 
begin V2:= v[west,k]:= Vl - SW x cw x (B[west,k] x 2 x 
(z[wpl,kpl] - z[west,kpl]) - dt X wx X Cw); 
U2:= u[west,k]:= sw x V2 / cw 
end• 
--' 
if zuid > west then 
-
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begin U2:= U2 + u[wpl,kml] - u[west,kml]; 
V2:== v[west,kml] 
~ j:= wpl step 1 until oml ~ 
begig_ wind(j,k); jpl:= j + 1; jml:= j - 1; 
~ 
a:= A[j,k]; Ul:= u[j,k]; U3:= U2; Vl:= v[jpk:]; 
V3:= V2; Zl:= z[j,k]; dZl:= z[jpl,kpl] - Zl; 
dZ2:= z[jpl,k] - z[j,kpl]; 
U2:= u[j,k]:= a X Ul + d X Vl 
- B[j,k] X (dZl + dZ2) + dt X wx X Cw; 
V2:= v[j,k]:= a X Vl - d X Ul 
- C[j,k] X (dZl - dZ2) + dt X wy X Cw; 
z[j,k]:= Zl - p X (U2 - U3 + u[j,kml] - u[jml,kml]) 
- q x (V2 - v[j,kml] + V3 - v[jml,kml]) 
if zuid > west then 
z[wpl,k]:= z[wpl,k] - p x (u[wpl,k] - u[west,k]) 
- q x (v[wpl,k] - v[wpl,kml]); 
w:i.nd(oost,k); zuid:= O[kml]; Z2:= z[oost,k]; 
Vl:= A[oost,k] X v[oost,k] - co X co X (C[oost,k] X 
(3 x (z[oost,kpl] - Z2) -(z[oml,kpl] - Zl)) 
- dt X wy X Cw); 
V3:= V2; U3:= U2; 
if zu:l.d > oost then 
begin V2:= v[oost,k]:= Vl - so x co X (B[oost,k] x 2 x 
(z[opl,k] - Z2) - dt X wx x Cw); 
U2 := u[oost,k]:== so x V2 / co; 
z[oost,k]:= Z2 - p x (U2 - U3 + u[oost,kml] 
- u[oml,kml]) - q x (V2 - v[oost,kml] + V3 
- v[oml ,kml ]) 
end 
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if zuid > oost then 
z[opl,k]:= z[opl,k] - p x 2 x (u[opl,kml] - u[oost,kml]) 
- q x (3 x (V2 - v[oost,krnl]) - (V3 - v[ornl,krnl])); 
if zuid < oost then 
begin V2:= v[oost,k]:= Vl - so x co x(B[oost,k] x (3 x 
(z[opl,kpl] - z[oost,kpl]) 
- (z[opl,k+2] - z[oost,k+2])) - dt x wx x Cw); 
U2:= u[oost,k]:= so x V2 / co; 
z[oost,k]:= Z2 - p x 2 x (U2 - U3) - q x (3 x 
(V3 - v[oml,krnl]) - (v[oost-2,k] - v[oost-2,krnl])) 
end 
procedure CORRECTIE MODEL WEENINK; 
begin !,!:lteger oost; 
for k:= 1 step 1 ~ DH2 ~ 
~egin oost:= O[k]; 
z[oost,k]:= z[oost,k] - p x (u[oost,k] - u[oost-1,k] 
- u[oost,k+l] + u[oost-1,k+l]) 
end 
procedure, wind(j,k); integer j,k; 
begin !;~Aw, Bw; 
if' XEEN(511) > 256 /\ k < n + 1 then wx:= wy:= Cw:= 0 else 
- ' -
~egin Aw:= sin(jxal - kXa2 - dl);Bw:= sin(jxal + kXa2 - d2); 
wx:= -gw><WX(Aw+Bw); wy:=-fwXwx(Aw-Bw); 
Cw:= 310-6 x sqrt<wxXwx + wyxwy) 
end 
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procedure ROOSTEROVERGANG(n); ~ n; integer n; 
begin !£teger west, wpl, wp2, oost, oml, npl, np2, j, jpl, jml; 
!!;&_ a, U, Ul, U2, U3, V, Vl, V2, V3, Zl, Z2, Z3, Z4; 
npl:= n + 1; np2:= n + 2; west:= W[npl]; wpl:= west + 1; 
wp2:= west + 2; oosh= O[npl]; oml:= oost - 1; 
wind(west,npl); Zl:= z[wpl,np2]; Z2:= z[wpl,npl]; U2:= O; 
v:~:= v[west,npl]:= A[west,npl] x v[west,npl] - (4/3) >< C[west,npl] >< 
(3 >< (Zl - Z2) - (z[wp2,np2] - z[wp2,npl])) + dt >< wy >< Cw; 
!2.E. j:= 
~~gin 
~~; 
1 step 1 ~oml 22, 
jpl:= j + 1; jml:= j - 1; wind(j,npl); a:= A[j,npl]; 
Ul:= u[j,npl]; U3:= U2; Vl:= v[j,npl]; V3:= V2; 
Z3:= Zl; Z4:= Z2; Zl:= z[jpl,np2]; Z2:= z[jpl,npl]; 
U2:= u[j,npl]:= a >< Ul + d >< Vl - B[j,npl] >< 
((2/3) >< (Zl - Z3) + (4/3) X (Z2 - Z4)) + dt >< wx >< Cw; 
V2:= v[j,npl]:= a >< Vl - d X Ul - C[j,npl] >< 
((4/3) >< (Zl - Z2) + (4/3) >< (Z3 - Z4)) + dt >< wy >< Cw; 
z [j ,npl ]:= Z4 - p >< (U2 - U3 + u[j ,n] - u[jml ,n]) 
- q >< (V2 - v[j ,n] + V3 - v[jml ,n]) 
wilnd(oost,npl); V3 := V2; 
V!~:= v[oost,npl]:= A[oost,npl] >< v[oost,npl] - (4/3) >< C[oost,npl] x 
(3 >< (Zl - Z2) - (Z3 - Z4)) + dt X wy X Cw; 
z[oost,npl]:= Z2 - p ><(-U2 + u[oost,n] - u[oml,n]) 
- q >< (V2 - v[oost,n] + v[oml,npl] - v[oml,n]) 
procedure OUTPUT; 
begin E,!~Ocedure PROC(a); ~ a; FLOP(l2,1,a); 
RUNOUTJ PUNLCR; PUTEXT 
({The following papertape can be used as inputtapef); 
PUNLCR; FIXP(2,0,N); ABSFIXP(2,0,n); ABSFIXP(2,0,m); 
ABSFIXP(3,0,U; INFORMATION(coeffi.c:i.ent,PROC, PROC); TAPEND 
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INPUT; r:= (n + 1) x a2 / 2; 
SEA: a2:= O. 5 X a2; dl:= dl + r; d2:= d2 - r; ZUIDKUST; 
NOORDZEE(p,q,1,n); 
end 
-
end 
-
if N > 1 then ROOSTEROVERGANG(n); 
- - -
a2:= 2.0 x a2; dl:= dl - r; d2:= d2 + r; NOORDZEE(:p,Q,n+2,N+n+l); 
CORRECTIB MODEL WEENINK; 
i:= i + 1; dl:= dl + bl; d2:= d2 + b2; z[l,1] := z[l,1] / f; 
if XEEN(15) = GCD(i,XEEN(15)) then COASTINF; 
ii-.i ,. -
if XEEN(15) X J = GCD(i,XEEN(15) x J) 
- - -
then SEAINF; 
-!!, XEEN(63) x J = GCD(i,XEEN(31) X J) then 
-bep~ NLCR;PRINTTEXT 
{.f:BVA is followed by an inputtape for continuing the program:f.); 
stop; OUTPUT; RUNOUT; stop 
end• ~
!!, XEEN(127) > 63 ~ goto SEA; 
if XEEN(255) > 127 then OUTPUT 
- -
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TABEL 'i : h (x,y) in meters in the streampoints of the Ween::i.nk-model 
with grid-transition and (N,n,m) = (5,9,10) 
200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 
750 175 175 175 175 175 175 200 200 200 200 
100 1 ;30 150 150 -150 150 150 175 200 200 200 
60 100 iOO 100 100 100 'j 25 'i 50 175 200 200 
40 60 100 100 100 100 100 125 1 50 175 200 
40 60 100 100 100 100 100 60 60 60 40 
40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 
40 60 60 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 
40 60 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 
20 lro 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 
20 ~20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 
20 ?0 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 
20 ~20 40 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
20 ~20 40 20 20 
20 lro 20 20 
40 ~20 20 
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In the second tabel we have tabulated the elevation s(j,1), computed 
in a rectangular model with uniform depth of 65 m, a step-windfield 
(U,V) = (0, -41 2.3.106)m2/sec2 and a Coriolis-parameter Q = 1,22.10-4/sec. 
We give in each point two values. The first value is obtained in a net 
(N,n,m) = (-1, 16, 8), the second value is obtained in a net (N,n,m) = 
= (4, 7, 8). 
TABEL II 
tin hr 
3 
6 
9 
12 
15 
18 
s(j,1) in meters in a rectangular model with and without 
a uniform net. 
2,09 1,96 1 , 81 1,66 1,53 1,42 1 ,34 1 ,29 
2,09 1,96 1 , 81 1,66 1, 53 1,42 1,34 1,29 
4,11 3,89 3,62 3,31 2,98 2,69 2,43 2,25 
4, 11 3,90 3,63 3,32 2,99 2,70 2,44 2,25 
5,30 5, 16 5,04 4,96 4,88 4,79 4,69 4,65 
5,47 5,32 5,20 5, 11 5,03 4,94 4,85 4,80 
6,36 6,22 6,09 5,95 5,84 5,75 5,69 5,67 
6,71 6,54 6,37 6,20 6,06 5,95 5,87 5,82 
6, 14 6,08 6,06 6,05 6,05 6,03 5,99 5,97 
6,52 6,43 6,39 6,40 6,44 6,45 6,44 6,41 
6,53 6,44 6,36 6,32 6,31 6,32 6,34 6,36 
6,82 6,71 6,64 6,63 6,65 6,65 6,62 6,59 
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